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INTRODUCTION

In a high performance processor system built around
the M88000 family it makes sense to off-load many of
the common 1/0 tasks to, a dedicated 1/0 processor,
This 1/0 processor is likely to be from a different family
and therefore will use a different bus structure from
that of the main processor system. Therefore some
form of interface is required between the main
processor bus system and the bus system of the l/Q
processor. This application note describes a cif~&~~+
that can act as an interface between an M880QQ+@$e‘?’
MBUS and the bus system of an 1/0process@}$~&rn
based on the MC68340 which has an @@type
asynchronous bus.
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FUNCTIONAL D~~@JpTION
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The function of this int~rf~&~~frcuit is to translate all of
the signal lines fro~@,~O processor to the type of
signals required ~~r’~~’>W8000 MBUS structure. The
application is ~$~~s%cted from several PALs and
standard ~E:@Wages. The main section consists of
a state @c@& built from a registered PAL. This is

,t.r.+.~’1’!..s.. :!’
used ,,&$J~Q,filrolthe operation of the translator and
allw;$~r differing processor speeds and memory
arc@ctures. A block diagram of the full translator
is shown in Figure 1. External connections via two
96 way DIN connectors are shown in Figure 1a. The
translator consists
as follows:

of four main functional blocks
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1. ARBITER — Thi$?~~~k monitors the 1/0
processor’s buSicy&~suntil it detects a valid bus

,,.1,, .,.>,.,

cycle from t~J@processor which indicates an
access t@~”&mory on the MBUS. It then
imple~.$k~e standard MBUS bus arbitration~:~<i>:>
prqwcohto gain control of the MBUS and signals,,f>~.:,,

,J~e-@ntroller block once bus tenure has been

3.

4.

bits of control information required by MBUS
along with the parity bit for these control signals,
Inadditionthis blockalsogenerates the handshake
signals to the l/O processor to terminate its bus
cycles, It also generates some internal control
signals for other parts of the bus translator,

MUX — This takes as input the 32-bit address
bus and 1&bit data bus of the 1/0 processor and
multiplexes them on to the 32-bit multiplexed
address and data lines of the 88000 M BUS.
The 16-bit data bus from the l/O processor is
duplicated to produce a 32-bit data bus for the
MBUS system.

PARl~ CHECKER — This block generates the
four parity bits during the address phase of all
MB UScyclesandduring the data phase of MBUS
write cycles. Inaddition, this block checks for any
parity errors during the data phase of all MBUS
read cycles.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

ARBITER — This is implemented in a 18P8 PAL (Ul )
as shown in Figure 2. The PAL equations are given in
the appendix (see BTM_ARBITER) and describe in
detail the operation of this block.

CONTROLLER — This is implemented using two
PALs (U2) and (U3) as shown in Figure 3. The 16R6
PAL implements a simple state machine to generate
two control signals, AOUT and DOUT, plus the,.
handshake signals to the 1/0 processor, The state
diagram is shown in Figufe4, The 1:6L8PALgenerates
the seven M BUS control signals and the pari~ bit for
these signals. It uses the AOUT and DOUT control
signals to signify which phase is currently being run on
the MBUS. The PALequationsare given intheappendix
(see BTM_CONTROLLER and BTM_HANDSHAKE)
and describe the detailed operation,

MUX — This block contains buffers and latches on
the address and data buses of the 1/0 processor
which allow them to be multiplexed onto one 32-bit
bus on the MBUS, as shown in Figure 5. The buffers
U5, U6, U7 and U21 are used to buffer the 1/0
processor’s 32-bit address bus to the MBUS address
and data lines. The output enable of these buffe&# is ““

are given in the appendix (see MUX_CONTROLLER).
This PAL also produces a latch enable signal which is
fed to the Parity Checker sub-block.

PARITY CHECKER — This optional sub-blo~k
performs the function of generating the four M~~~.
parity bits during all address phases and dufi~~~~a
phases of MBUS write cycles. These p~{j~$%’are
then driven out on the parity lines def[@$&&$MBUS,
During the ‘data phase of an MBUS $ad,~;ansaction
,this block samples the parity bi$v’~~fi the MBUS./?:)>=.,$;,.
slave and again generates p~{”~ based on the data
from the slave. It then co~~~~~he generated parity.,
with’ the sampled valu~$~&t~~@:*theslave and signals

anyerrorto the ContrW~&block. The circuit diagram
of this block is s~~w~’~n Figure 6. To minimise the;>)
number of pari~~fiwrator devices used in the design
all the pari~~n~%on is done only on the multiplexed
MBUSa~~@Y%nddatalines. U12,U13,U14andU15
are tr~~spaFent latches which are used to sample the
d~@Qu%g M BUSreadcycle data phases.The outputs
~k~hy~e latches are fed intoUI6,U17,U18 andU19y,,\~<,i+r“

‘:$.xi~ generator devices to produce the four parity

controlled by the AOUT control signal produdid~.~),$,.$1,,
the Controller block, The latched buffers UQ~,~~&l O
and U11 are used to buffer the 1&bit ~,$$~y;from
the 1/0 processor and multiplex it ~~+~5 M BUS
address and data lines. Since t@~S%f~~rocessor’s
data bus is only 16 bits wi~ i~is’ duplicated to
produce a 32-bit bus on,$X~,~~US side of the
translator. During 1/0 pr~~,~~h~ read cycles the data
on the MBUS side is ~i~joniy during rising MBUS
clock edges. The la~~,tigb~pabilities of the 74FCT652
devices are use~i~a~~$mple the data on the clock
edge and su~~~be appropriate 16 bits to the l\O
processofi$$@$~AL (U4)takes as input the internal
DOUT ~~n@.produced by the Controller subblock
and ~m~a..~fiis with the 1/0 processor’s read/write,:\?:,.i~’i,.....,
~~~n$s:t]dderive control signals for the latches and
O%WWenables for the data buffers. The PALequations~;:.

‘;%its.These bits are then buffered through one half of
U21to the MB USparitylines.The PAL(U20) generates
the output enable signal for the U21 buffer to turn it on
only during address phases and the data phases of
MBUS write cycles. The latch (U22) is used to sample
the four parity bits during an MBUS readand then feed
these to the PAL. The comparison between the
generated parity and the %mpled parity is performed
‘inthe PALand anerror signalcalled P.Error isgenerated
for any comparison that fails. This is used in the
Controller sub-block to force an early termination of
the bus transaction. The PAL equations for U20 are
given in the appendix (see PARI~_CHECKER), In any
systems where parity is” not considered to be an
important feature this Parity Checker sub-block can be
omi~ed from the design and the P.Error input to the
Controller subblock would then be pulled high (to its
negated state).
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COMPONENTS LIST

UI PAL18P8 U12 74F373

U2 ~ PAL16L8 U13 74F373
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Figure2. Schematic of ARBITER bIock
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APPENDIX

This appendix contains the full source listings of the PAL equations used in this design. These source listings are
shown in PALASM syntax as defined by AM D.

UI - 18P8B - BTM_ARBITER

;it asserts the BA signal which is reflected in the MBUS BB signal. It,<,$~*&.~#egates

;the Bus Request. The internal Bus Tenure signal TEN is generated fog tfi<~controller sub-block

;and then the PAL waits for the internal Transaction Complete sign,@$~~$OM.

;This terminates the bus tenure and negates the BA signal for th&~,5~~&~e.,,,..’**.*.,,,* \

;PIN 2 = A31 =

;PIN 3 = IAS =

;PIN 4 = FC3 =
;PIN 5 = FC2 =

;PIN 6 = FC1 =
;PIN 7 = FCO =

;PIN 8 = /BLcK

;PIN 9 = /AB =

;PIN 11 = /RST

;PIN 12 = BG =

Address line A31 from the IOP@$. & I;~_H~A~~i)
Address strobe from the IOP@y@ IOP_H_AS_N
Function code 3 from the I~,,”*i:, IoP_H_Pc (3)
Function code 2 from the$w;$;>. IoP_H_Fc(2)
Function code 1 from c,@~.t~& IOP_H_FC(l)
Function code O fro~:&@~<$BP IOP_H_FC.(0)

Bus lock signal ,&&~t,.~~e IOP
‘~,$;><;:,%, IOP_H BLCK_N

MBUS Arbitration Y@g+~:Slgnal ~_AB-N
= MBUS Reset Si$pa~.”’ MB RS~ N
Bus Grant Si*flhl’~$~~omMBUS Arbiter BT~ BG–

;PIN 13 = IBB = MBUS BusQ,~~~%,&gnal ~_~B N
;PIN 14 = COM = Transac$~O&$~?omplete Internal Signal –
;PIN 15 = /BERR = Bu:::~@w’Signal from the IOP IOP_H BERR N
;PIN 16 = /TEN = BuS~,~e’~re Internal Siqnal

— —

;PIN 17 = BR = B:$@.Re&@~t Signal to ~US Arbiter BTM BR
;PIN 18 = BA = ~sAcknowledge to ~US Arbiter BTM~BA

..’~-..?....t.~’‘S;:>t.,,.,,.”,,~}k,

.Internal B~#k%,ure signal ITEN is used to enable main controller sub-block when the ~IOPBTM,
~:)$

;gained cotik~d ‘of the mus. Internal Transaction Complete signal /COM is generated by the,.,:.A...~t$
;control~<~ Xh-block to terminate a bus tenure.

,~st:h,
>~,~

.,:> .\

‘i;::.
~ Boolean EquatiOnS; .~,>>s.$~*,.,.h\.,,.~4{.. ~~?

...3\.j}i.:i*>i,~.7*.
\&QU&~JONS
*[~.y:$.
9*L,:.~

has

B~.TRST = VCC

BR=A31*/FC1*FCO *AS*/RETRY*/TEN*/COM*/BA*/BERR*/RST ; Generate Bus Request

BA.TRST = VCC
BA=BG*/BB*/RST+BA*/COM*/RETRY*/RST+BA*BLCK*/~TRY*/RST . ; Generate Bus Ackn~~ledge

TEN.TRST = VCC

TEN=BA*/COM*/RETRY*/RST ; Generate bus tenure once bus is obtained

SIMULATION

AN49/D MOTOROLA
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U2 - 16L8B- BTM_CONTROLLER ,,

TITLE BTM CONTROLLER
PATTERN BTM-COO1
REVISION l.O–
AUTHOR Dave McCartney
CO~ANY MOTOROLA EKE
DATE 28th November 1989

CHIP BTM_CONTROLLER PAL16L8

;This PAL generates the 7-bit ~US Control bus and the Parity bit for
;this control bus. It generates the control bus signals for three
;distinct phases, namely IDLE, ADDRESS and DATA. The tristate control
;for all the PAL outputs is connected to the internal Bus Tenure signal
;TEN generated by the Arbiter sub-block. The PAL output phase is
;determined by the state of two internal signals AOUT and DOUT which
;are generated by the BTM Handshake PAL.

; PIN DEFINITIONS
;PINS 1 23 4 5 6 7 8 10

/AOUT AO A1 S120 S121 R_W /DOUT /RESET /:s GND
.!$,

;PINS 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2O*,, -.>,+,
.,s!’

;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN
;PIN

;The
;PAL

;

3 = Al = Address line Al from the IOP IOP_H_A(l)
<...:*?

,,:::..$$:~.,..,
4 = S120 = Size O line from the IOP IOP_H_SIZ(0) ,,,,-,’,.>,

~,,%
*$!,.., “

5 = S121 = Size 1 line from the IOP IOP_H_SIZ(l) ~..c~~:>.,,.:.
6 = R_W = Read/write line from the IOP IOP_H_RW $ ‘:}
7 = /DoUT = Internal signal showing Data Phas:a$>$~&::F
8 = /RESET = ~US Reset Signal MB_RST_N “:::>>.i.~~’.;:>.i

9’= /AS = Address Strobe from the IOP “IOPH AS ‘~$
11 = /TEN = Bus Tenure Internal Signal .j-

— ,**\—

12 = CP = Parity bit for MBUS Cont~ol ~R&:%alsM8_CP
13 = C6 = MBUS Control Signal 6 ~ C(d~+i’*$$
14 = C5 = MBUS Control Signal 5 ~-dis~’{s$
15 = C4 = MBUS Control Signal 4 &W@(~%

16 = C3 = ~US Control Signal~’~@~w#~)
17 = C2 = MBUS,COntrol Sign~$@~@_C(2)
18 = Cl = ~US Control Siqpa~\,@\@_C(l)
19 = CO = MBUS Control ~~J*~~:il$~_C(0)

,:$ ...

,,

C~$TR5T = TEN ;Enable output during MBUS Tenure
c2’~:=/AOUT*/DOuT*/RESET ;Assert as Read during Idle Phase

+AOUT*/DOUT*R_W*/RESET ;Assert during Address Phase for Reads
+/AOUT*DOUT*R W*/RESET ;Assert during Data Phase for Reads—

C3.TRST = TEN ;Enable output during MBUS Tenure
c3 = /AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*/AO*/Al*S120*/SIZl ;Byte transfer Data Phase

+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*/AO*/Al*/SIZO*SIZl ;Word transfer Data Phase
+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/~SET*/AO*/Al*SIZO*SIZl ;3 Byte transfer Data Phase
+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*/AO*/Al*/SIZO*/SIZl ;Long Word transfer Data Phase

MOTOROLA
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C4.TRST = TEN
c4 = /AOuT*DOuT*AS*/mSET*AO*/Al*SIZO*/SIZl

+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*/Al*/SIZO*SIZl
+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*/Al*SIZO*SIZl
+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*/Al*/SIZO*/SIZl

C5.TRST = TEN
C5 = AOUT*/DOUT*AS*/RESET

+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*/AO*Al*SIZO*/SIZl
+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*/AO*Al*/SIZO*SIZl
+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/~SET*/AO*Al*SIZO*SIZl
t/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*/AO*Al*/SIZO*/SIZl

C6.TRST = TEN
C6 = /AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*AO*Al*SIZO*/SIZl

+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*Al*/SIZO*SIZl
+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/~SET*Al*SIZO*SIZl
+/AOUT*DOUT*AS*/RESET*Al*/SIZO*/SIZl

CP.TRST = TEN
/CP = AOUT*/DOUT*/R_W

+/AOUT*DOUT*/R W*SIZO*/SIZl
+/AouT*DouT*R fi*/sIzO*SIZl
+/AOUT*DOUT*R–W*SIZO*SIZl
t/AOUT*DOUT*R–W*/SIZO*/SIZl—

SINLATION

;Enable output

;Byte transfer

;Word transfer

during ~US Tenure

Data Phase

Data Phase

ANU9/D MOTOROLA
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U3 - 16R6D - BTM_HANDSHAKE

TITLE BTM_HANDSHAKE
PATTERN BTM_HOOl
REVISION 1.0
‘AUTHOR Dave McCartney
CO~ANY MOTOROLA EKE
DATE 12th December 1989

CHIP BTM_HANDSHAKE PAL16R6

;This PAL generates the handshake signals,to the IOP to terminate the
;IOP bus cycles. These include DSACK1 (16-bit port size),BERR and HALT.
;It also generates the AOUT and DOUT signals to signify what state the
;~US is in and it generates a transaction complete COM signal which
;is used by the Arbiter to terminate bus tenure. The PAL operates as
;a state machine which is clocked by the main MBUS system clock and
;implements 3 distinct phases for ~US :-

;
; IDLE PHASE AOUT negated and DOUT negated

ADDRESS PHASE AOUT asserted and DOUT neaated
; DATA PHASE
;

s>Jj,,
,.

;On gaining MBUS tenure the state machine shows an idle phase until$~~$:l,~
&j

;first rising clock edge when it moves into address phase. It wil$a.~>~
.in this phase until an O.K., status is seen on the ~US system:,s~atti,$lines.
;The machine then moves into Data phase and again waits for ~~$~~~~~~before
;returning to Idle phase where it waits until MBUS tenure ~~ ‘%&inquished.

,,.

;
8*’~,k.

PIN DEFINITIONS “y?.,,.,,.:$..,;~,lt!<
,*:,,,,...!O:$~ :$

;PINS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ‘$>,.’&t@ 9 10
CLOCK /ss3 /ss2 /ss1 /ss0 IPE /ms*$y*As ITEN GND

,..<,

;PINS 11 12 13 14 15 16~ lV$ 18 19
/OE COM IHALT /AOUT /DouT /BE~R\+{~NC /DSACKIC IDSACK1

.~>. :,.+
,}!”,: ., ‘r~,a.

;PIN 1 = CLOCK = MBUS system clock l“$+.,.!..:.l>:,*J1
,,j.*,‘:.~i”

;PIN 2 = /SS3 = MBUS System Status li~~~~,a~Error)
;PIN 3 = /SS2 = MBUS System Status ~$Q~&$*”(Retry)
;PIN 4 = /SS1 = MBUS System Statu$~i$~@~l (Wait)
;PIN 5 = /SS0 = ~US System St~tu~%~~~neO (EOD)
;PIN 6 = /PE = Internal Pari~.&UJ~$r.~YSignal
;PIN I = IRESET = MBUS Rese@~Siqnh\
;PIN 8 = /DS = Address S&ga$@:@$om the IOP
;PIN 9 = ITEN = Bus Tenu~e ~Qternal Signal

,‘1,,‘?.,?.s,’;PIN 11 = /OE = Activ~\’’’%~&dutputenable control
;PIN 12 = COM = InterM$+?lTransactionComplete Signal
;PIN 13 = /HALT =,$:~,$LT%andshake to the IOP
;PIN 14 = /AOUT$,~4$7n~&rnalSignal showing Address phase
;PIN 15 = /D~@&’& T&ternal Signal showing Data phase
;PIN 16 = /,qB$X’’~>BERRhandshake to the IOP
;PIN 18 =,j:<,w~klC= clocked version of DSACK1 to IOP
;PIN lQ:$w*x$~~kKl= DSACK1 handshake to IOP (uses pin 18)

t .,$

MB CLK
MBjSS_N(3)
~_SS_N(2)
MB_SS_N(l)
~_SS_N(0)

MB_RST N
IOP H ~S_N——

IOP H HALT——-

20

Vcc

N

IOP H BERR N
(No; ~onne~ted)
IOP H DSACK_N(l)——

-J:,*,,. ::>>

;T~~~~~t~Pnal PE signal is generated by the parity checker block and the,.<.:.,.;,
;bin%atn~~bus tenure signal TEN is generated by the Arbitez block. The>i\.*.~?”‘~>.~~@Saction complete signal COM is an output which is used by the Arbiter
;k~ terminate the MBUS tenure. The AOUT and DOUT signals are used to

;produce to ~US control signals C(6:O) and are used by the multiplexer
;block to control the information placed on the MBUS AD(31:O) lines.

;
;For a normal bus cycle this PAL will generate a normal DSACK handshake
;to the IOP. A cycle which results in an error on the ~US system status
;lines gives a BERR handshake to the IOP. A retry cycle forces a retry
;handshake by the assertion of HALT and BERR to the IOP, and ~US tenure
.is terminated early. A detected Parity error during the data phase of,
;an MBUS read cycle results in a Late Bus Error Handshake to the IOP
;following the normal DSACK termination.

MOTOROLA
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; Boolean Equations

EQUATIONS

HALT:= SS2*AS*/RESET ;Assert if RETRY is valid
+HALT*AS*[RESET ;HOLD till AS negates

DOUT:= AOUT*/DOUT*AS*/RESET*TEN ;Change to Data Phase if
*lSSl*/SS2*/SS3*/PE ;no error detected .-:\&.$

...<b
tDOUT*AS*SSl*/RESET*TEN ;Hold if WAIT detected :t,+~’ia~~,..!.,*:.,,.Jj..,L$,,..!~:!.”*”.*,.,.,::,,.\

AouT:= /AOUT*/DOUT*AS*/RESET*TEN*/DSACKl
::l.}~,,*:{)

;Enter Address Phase .<*->*”.
*lSSl*/SS2*lSS3*/PE

~ik\.)\4.-
‘if no error detected, ,~.+?i,(,*‘..-;+.

+AOUT*AS*SSl*/RESET*TEN .$
;Hold if WAIT detected

,,,,,~k.-,
i?-‘.,,43?

,?::\,;<..‘=*,
COM = /AS*lRESET*TEN

,.,j~,7.,+,}:~.
;Assert when IOP AS negates to terminate tenur~<$$C.:~F

+ss3*/REsET*TEN ;Assert if ERROR asserted to terminate tenure ‘:~$+,e$
*3K >..!

+ss2*/REsET*TEN ;Assert if RETRY asserted to terminate tenur~, ““
~b>p.+$,

BERR := SS3*AS*/RESET*TEN ;Assert if ERROR de~ected .,:.~...:+,.$?+,
+ss2*As*/REsET ,s3”,.\.1*.’

;Assert if RETRY detected ,(,\,.,.,,j~.
+PE*AS*DSACKl*/RESET*TEN

*~:iJ,.),,t+$!$.\\,,
;Assert if Parity Error detected ,,,j,~’~‘.>**,.,‘J.~]<,

+BERR*AS*/RESET ;Hold till AS negates ,,,,,~.,.+,..~*y~,,~

ANU9jD
MOTOROLA
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U4 - 16L8E- MUX_CONTROLLER

TITLE
PATTERN
REVISION
AUTHOR
comANY
DATE

CHIP

MUX_CONTROLLER
MUX_COOl
1.0
Dave McCartney
MOTOROLA EKB
18th Decetier 1989

~X_CONTROLLER PAL16L8

;This PAL generates the control signals required to operate 74FcT652
;bus transceivers during the data phase of every ~US cycle when the
;module has been granted MBUS tenure. These control signals consist
;of output enables for data flow in either direction, a signal which
;selects either real time or stored data and a signal which controls
;the data latches inside the 75FCT652 devices. In addition a second

;latch control siqnal is qenerated which is used “ “. - ““ ‘. .by the Farlty cnecKer

;block to hold data coming from’an ~US slave.

; PIN DEFINITIONS

;PINS 1 2 3 4 5 6 1
Al /DOUT R_W CLK /DS NC NC

;PINS 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
NC NC /GBAO /GBA1 GW SBA /LATCH

;PIN 1 = A1 = Address line Al from the IOP IOP_H_

‘*...

;PIN 3 = R_W = Read/Write line from the IOP IOP_H_RW
.,,,
\\*>~,!>,t.\.$Lk\

;PIN 4 = CLK = ~US System Clock MB_CLK ~:~ y;,

;PIN 5 = /DS = Data Strobe from the IOP IOP_H DS N’di+>)’r’
;PIN 13 = /GBAO = Transceiver Enable B to A d~re~t’~&~4’$$3
;PIN 14 = /GBA1 = Transceiver Enable B to A directio’~

;PIN 15 = GAB = Transceiver Enable A to B di~~cti~n

;PIN 16 = SBA = Real time or Stored data .S~$&~,for B to A
;PIN 17 = /LATCH = L“atch signal used by $:a,a~&y&hecker

;PIN 18 = CBA = Use to latch data into~&$~~:Rtil latches
*::&.:-.*>,,,>,:,+,t>

;All of the above internal signals ~$$.a%ed by the PAL are fed

;directly to the appropriate cont~g!~%puts on the 74FcT652 devices...~,>t.,+w,+’.%.:$~
‘.*$,\.*>.

~~,~,..~\*

.:,.\\.,’t’ .. . :,.
G~+~$S~~-~ VCC
G&k$::%~UT*/R W*/GBAO*/GBAl—
‘$:+>..,~+.,,.~{$c
C~.TRST = VCC

/&A = DOUT*R_W*/CLK

SBA.TRST = VCC
/SBA = DOUT*R_W*/CLK

LATCH.TRST = VCC

LATCH = DOUT*R_W*CLK

‘+LATCH*CBA*DS

SIMULATION

;Hold till DS negates

;Output always enabled

;Assert for”writes

;Output always enabled

read

read

;Negate during read and low clock

;Output always enabled

;Real time during read and low clock

;Output always enabled

;Asserted at end of data phase

;Hold till DS negates

MOTOROLA ANU9/D
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U20 - 16L8D - PARl~_CHECKER

TITLE PARITY_CHECKER
PATTERN PARITY POO1
REVISION 1.0 –

AUTHOR Dave McCartney

CO~ANY MOTOROLA ERH

DATE 16th January 1990

CHIP PARITY_CONTRL PAL16L8

;This PAL is used to compare the four parity bits from the parity
;generators with the four bits read from an MHUS slave and generates

;a parity error if they do not agree. This check is only done on

;the data phase of read ~ycles.

; PIN DEFINITION

;PINS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ITEN IwAIT R_w GP 3 GP 2 GP 1 GPO LATCH fAouT

;PINS 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

/DOUT Nc /oc /PE LP O LP 1 LP 2 LP 3 NC

;PIN 1 = ITEN = Bus Tenure Internal Signal

;PIN 2 = /WAIT = ~US System Status line 1 ~_SS_N(l)
.,.,.),,,%~.%

,,$ k}?,.~”.?+,~i,
;PIN 3 = R_W = Read/Write line from the IOP IOP H RW

~+..
:&..,<:~>,,,

;PIN 4 = GP3 = Generated parity bit 3
—— ,,,h.ia.<>

.$$:,t%.~..~.

;PIN 5 = GP2 = Generated parity bit 2
.,,.:$::;

,!. ....i\...

;PIN 6 = GP1 = Generated parity bit 1
,,!

,.:>:.!*”‘.~~:$y~,
;PIN 7 = GPO = Generated parity bit O .J><3’\\.~<:},t$,..,

,!}
;PIN 8 = LATCH = Internal latch control signal

~y,).
J*...,,:,L~4,,,>..’$$

;PIN 9 = /hOUT = Internal signal showing address ~~~~~’+vw”
.J~.<\tN;,*k,f\).

;PIN 11 = /DOUT = Internal signal showing data pha~%

;PIN 13 = /OC = Output Control Signal for parityji~i~k

;PIN 14 = /PE = Internal Parity Error Signa~$>

;PIN 15 = LPO = Latched read parity bit O.’$a’$~$$,
;PIN 16 = LP1 = Latched read parity bit,~~”?.

k;>...*:$,~g:;\
;PIN 17 = LP2 = Latched read parity b+$ ~~,

;PIN 18 = LP3 = Latched read parity &&&$3$~
‘?.:$:.,:::.,,!&*.\,

+::?$,by
;The internal output control sigti$~,&is used to control a four-bit

.)),.i-i\,’t\,i.i
;tri-state buffer which allows t~ ~nerated parity bits to be driven
;out on the ADP bus during ;~~’~~a’<vk phase Of Write CyCleS. The internal
;LATCH control signal is th~s+~~’al used to latch the data and parity bits
;during read cycles and &@4,i~q~&”by the PAL to enable the parity checking.

;For a fault during par~~y &ecking the PAL generates the active low
;parity Error signal,~$~~~~$~?<~hichis detected by the controller block and

.a bus error is retu~:$$to the IOP.,
.1,,, \,:$

\.?:>
$..,,,~$-:-a.,.:$:::+.,,$1~:-

; Be~o&$aRF%quat ions
.~,.1.:%~;i~,.\,t>>

EQUATIONS “’+’S:St\\t:,,,/$
‘,$:,‘*@

0C.TR5$F$=;flC ;Output always enabled
Oc ,pi~**#R w ;Valid for all write cycles

l+if~W*R_i*AouT*/DOUT .or address phase of reads,
,’.,:,,~>i..-.,,:,.,

P&+%ST = VCC ;Output always enabled

P@ = GPO*/LPO*R W*/WAIT*/OC*/LATCH ;1s GPO=LPO during read

+GP~*/LPl*~_W*lWAIT*fOC*fLATCH ;or GPI=LPI

+GP2*/LP2*R_W*lWAIT*10C*lLATCH ;or GP2=LP2

+GP3*/LP3*R_W*/WAIT*fOC*fLATCH ;or GP3=LP3

SIMULATION
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